Background {#Sec1}
==========

Biological data is often complex, heterogeneous and hard to interpret, thus a good testbed for Deep Learning (DL) techniques \[[@CR1]\]. The superiority of deep neural network approaches is acknowledged in a first group of biological and clinical tasks, with new results constantly flowing in in the literature \[[@CR2]--[@CR4]\]. However, DL is not yet a "silver bullet" in bioinformatics; indeed a number of issues are still limiting its potential in applications, including limited data availability, result interpretation and hyperparameters tuning \[[@CR5]\]. In particular, DL approaches has so far failed in showing an advantage in metagenomics, either in terms of achieving better performance or detecting meaningful biomarkers. This lack of significant results led Ditzler and coauthors \[[@CR6]\] to state that deep learning "may not be suitable for metagenomic application"; nevertheless, novel promising attempts have recently appeared \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\]. With a slight abuse of notation, in what follows we use the more common term metagenomics even in the 16S metabarcoding case, following the notation of the MetaHIT paper \[[@CR9]\] and the official Illumina documentation \[[@CR10]\].

Unique among other omics, metagenomics features are endowed with a hierarchical structure provided by the phylogenetic tree defining the bacterial clades. In detail, samples are usually described by features called Operational Taxonomic Units (OTU). For each OTU, its position as a leaf of the phylogenetic tree and its abundance value in the sample are automatically extracted by bioinformatics analysis. In this work we exploit this hierarchical structure as an additional information for the learning machine to better support the profiling process: this has been proposed before in \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\], but only in shallow learning contexts, to support classification or for feature selection purposes. We aim to exploit the phylogenetic structure to enable adopting the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) DL architecture otherwise not useful for omics data: we name this novel solution *Ph-CNN*. Indeed CNNs are the elective DL method for image classification \[[@CR13], [@CR14]\] and they work by convolving subsets of the input image with different filters. The operation is based on the matricial structure of a digital image and, in particular, the concept of neighbours of a given pixel. Using the same architecture for non-image data requires the availability of an analogous proximity measure between features.

In the metagenomics case, such measure can be inherited by the tree structure connecting the OTUs and the neighbourhood are naturally defined once an approprieate tree distance between two OTUs is defined. In this paper, we adopt the patristic distance, i.e., the sum of the lengths of all branches connecting two OTUs on the phylogenetic tree \[[@CR15]\]. By definition, the output of a CNN consists of linear combinations of the original input features: this implies that, if Ph-CNN includes more CNN layers, the problem of finding the neighbours of a OTU is shifted into the hardest task of finding the neighbours of a linear combination of OTUs. The workaround here is mapping OTUs into points of a *k*-dimensional metric space preserving distances as well as possible via a MultiDimensional Scaling (MDS) projection \[[@CR16]\]: the use of MDS is allowed because the patristic distance is Euclidean \[[@CR17]\]. A further refinement is provided by sparsifying MDS via regularized low rank matrix approximation \[[@CR18]\] through the addition of the smoothly clipped absolute deviation penalty \[[@CR19]\], tuned by cross-validation. A caveat: different topologies of the phyogenetic tree lead to different distance matrices. As pointed out in \[[@CR20]\], different softwares can produce very different topologies, thus the choice of the software and its version in the whole metagenomic pipeline play a critical role here as a relevant source of variability, and this is true for all the steps throughout the whole preprocessing workflow.

The convolutional layer combined with the neighbours detection algorithm is operatively implemented as a novel Keras layer \[[@CR21]\] called Phylo-Conv. Ph-CNN consists of a stack of Phylo-Conv layers first flattened then terminating with a Fully Connected (Dense) and a final classification layer. The experimental setup is realized as a 10x5-fold cross-validation schema with a feature selection and ranking procedure, implementing the Data Analysis Protocol (DAP) developed within the US-FDA led initiatives MAQC/SEQC \[[@CR22], [@CR23]\], to control for selection bias and other overfitting effects and warranting honest performance estimates on external validation data subsets. Top ranking features are recursively selected as the *k*-best at each round, and finally aggregated via Borda algorithm \[[@CR24]\]. Model performance is computed for increasing number of best ranking features by Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC), the measure that better convey in an unique value the confusion matrix of a classification task, even in the multiclass case \[[@CR25]--[@CR27]\]. Experiments with randomized features and labels are also performed as model sanity check.

We demonstrate Ph-CNN characteristics with experiments on both synthetic and real omics data. For the latter type, we consider Sokol's lab data \[[@CR28]\] of microbiome information for 38 healthy subjects (HS) and 222 inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) patients. The bacterial composition was analysed using 16S sequencing and a total number of 306 different OTUs was found. IBD is a complex disease arising as a result of the interaction of environmental and genetic factors inducing immunological responses and inflammation in the intestine and primarily including ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn's disease (CD). Both disease classes are characterized by two conditions: flare (f), when symptoms reappear or worsen, and remission (r), when symptoms are reduced or disappear. Finally, since CD can affect different parts of the intestine, we distinguish ileal Crohn's disease (iCD) and colon Crohn's disease (cCD). Note however that the number of non zero features varies for the different tasks, (defined by disease, condition site) since some features may vanish on all samples of a class.

Synthetic data are constructed mimicking the structure of the IBD dataset. They are generated as compositional data from multivariate normal distributions with given covariances and means: in particular, to provide different complexity levels in the classification task, four different instances of data are generated with different ratios between class means. On both data types, the Ph-CNN architecture than compared with state-of-art shallow algorithms as Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and Random Forest (RF), and with alternative neural networks methods such as Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLPNN).

Moreover, the bacterial genera detected as top discriminating features are consistent with the key players known in the literature to play a major role during the IBD progression. Since the direct use of Ph-CNN on the IBD dataset leads to overfitting after few epochs due to the small sample size, the IBD dataset is used in a transfer learning (domain adaptation) task.

Finally, although described and demonstrated on bacterial metagenomics, Ph-CCN can be applied to every metagenomics datasets whose features are associated to a taxonomy and thus to a tree structure, as in the case of metagenomics of relatively large eukaryotes now appearing in the literature \[[@CR29]\].

A preliminary version of the method has been presented as the M.Sc. thesis \[[@CR30]\].

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Ph-CNN {#Sec3}
------

The Ph-CNN is a novel DL architecture aimed at effectively including the phylogenetic structure of metagenomics data into the learning process. In detail, Ph-CNN takes as input both the OTU abundances table and the OTU distance matrix described hereafter and provides as output the class of each sample. The core of the network is the Phylo-Conv layer, a novel Keras \[[@CR21]\] layer coupling convolution with the neighbours detection. In a generic Phylo-Conv layer, the structure input is represented by a collection of meta-leaves, i.e. linear combinations of the leaves of the original tree; for the first Phylo-Conv layer, the structure input is simply the original set of leaves (OTUs, in the metagenomic case). The neighbour detection procedure identifies the *k*-nearest neighbours of a given metaleaf: the linear combination of the abundances of the corresponding OTUs is then convolved with the filters by the CNN. The core ingredient is the choice of a metric on the phylogenetic tree \[[@CR31], [@CR32]\] quantifying the distance between two leaves on the tree. In the current case, we choose the patristic distance \[[@CR15]\], i.e., the sum of the lengths of all branches connecting two OTUs. In Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} we show how to compute the patristic distance between two leaves in a tree. To deal with the problem of finding neighbours for linear combinations of leaves, we map the discrete space of the set of leaves into an Euclidean space of a priori chosen dimension, by associating each leaf to a point *P*~*i*~ in the Euclidean space with variable Euclidean coordinates preserving the tree distance as well as possible. The algorithm used for this mapping is the metric Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) \[[@CR16]\], whose use is allowed because the square root $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sqrt {d^{\text {Tree}}}$\end{document}$ of the patristic distance in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} is euclidean \[[@CR17]\], that is, the matrix (*P*~*i*~·*P*~*j*~) is positive semidefinite. Thus, given a linear combination of OTUs, it is possible to compute its *k*-nearest neighbours as the *k*-nearest neighbours of the corresponding linear combination of projected points *P*~*i*~: in all experiments, the number of neighbours *k* is set to 16. The selected neighbours are then convolved with the 16 filters on the CNN. The Phylo-Conv is then repeated; finally, the terminating layers of the Ph-CNN are a MaxPooling, then a Flatten layer and, finally, a Fully Connected with 64 neurons (changed to 128 for the transfer learning experiments) and a 0.25 Dropout. Each convolutional layer has a Scaled Exponential Linear Units (SELU) \[[@CR33]\] as the activation fuction and the dense layer in transfer learning experiments uses a sigmoid activation function. Adam \[[@CR34]\] is used as optimizer with learning rate 0.0005. Fig. 1Patristic distance on a tree

Experimental setup {#Sec4}
------------------

To ensure predictive power and limit overfitting effect, the experimental framework is structured following the guidelines recommended by the US-FDA led studies MAQC/SEQC \[[@CR22], [@CR23]\] that investigated the development of predictive models for the analysis of high-throughput data. In particular, the Ph-CNN (shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) becomes the core of an experimental setup designed according to the DAP shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, based on 10 repetitions of a 5-fold cross validation. In detail, the dataset is first partitioned into a non overlapping training set and test set, preserving the original stratification, i.e., the ratio between sample size across classes. In the experiments described hereafter, the training set size is 80% of the original dataset. Then the training set undergoes 10 rounds of 5-fold stratified cross validation, with Ph-CNN as the classifier and *k*-Best as the feature selection algorithm, with ANOVA F-value as the ranking score. At each round, several models are built for increasing number of ranked features (in this case, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the total features) using Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\] as the performance measure. MCC is rated as an elective choice \[[@CR22], [@CR23]\] for effectively combining into a single figure the confusion matrix of a classification task, and hence for evaluating classifiers' outcomes even when classes are imbalanced. Originally designed for binary discrimination, a multiclass version has also been developed \[[@CR27], [@CR35]\]. MCC values range between -1 and 1, where 1 indicates perfect classification, -1 perfect misclassification and 0 for coin tossing or attribution of every samples to the largest class. The lists of ranked features produced within the cross-validation schema are then fused into a single ranked list using the Borda method \[[@CR36]--[@CR38]\]. The subset of the fused list of ranked featured corresponding to the higher MCC value is selected as the optimal set of discriminating features for the classification tasks. The fused list is further used to build the models for increasing number of features on the validation set (sometimes called the external validation set, to avoid ambiguities with the internal validation sets created at each CV round). Finally, as sanity check for the procedure, the same methodology is applied several times on instances of the original dataset after randomly permuting the labels (random labels in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and picking up random features instead of selecting them on the basis of the model performances (random features in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}): in both cases, a procedure unaffected by systematic bias should return an average MCC close to 0. Fig. 2The structure of Ph-CNN. In this configuration, Ph-CNN is composed by two PhyloConv layers followed by a Fully Connected layer before decision Fig. 3Data Analysis Protocol for the experimental framework

The IBD dataset {#Sec5}
---------------

The IBD dataset has been originally published in \[[@CR28]\] for a study aimed at investigating correlation between bacteria and fungal microbiota in different stages of Inflammatory Bowel Disease. IBD is a clinical umbrella term defining a group of inflammatory conditions of the digestive tract, induced by the interactions of environmental and genetic factors leading to immunological responses and inflammation in the intestine: Ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn's disease (CD) are the two main conditions. The onset of bacterial dysbiosis of the gut microbiota has recently been observed in patients affected by IBD: a decrease in the abundance of *Firmicutes* phylum and an increase for *Proteobacteria* phylum, albeit the exact pathogenesis of IBD remains unknown \[[@CR39], [@CR40]\].

The IBD dataset includes both fungal and bacterial abundances from faecal samples of 38 healthy subjects (HS) and 222 IBD patient, collected at the Gastroenterology Department of the Saint Antoine Hospital (Paris, France). In the present study, we only consider the bacterial data subset on which we have a deeper analysis experience.

IBD patients are divided in two classes according to the disease phenotype UC and CD. Each disease class is further characterized by two conditions: flare (f), if symptoms reappear or worsen, and remission (r), if symptoms are reduced or disappear. Moreover, since CD can affected different parts of the intestine we further partition the data subset into ileal Crohn's disease (iCD) and colon Crohn's disease (cCD). In Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} we summarize the sample distribution. In terms of learning tasks, we investigate the six classification tasks discriminating HS versus the six IBD partitions UCf, UCr, CDf, CDr, iCDf and iCDr, as graphically shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Fig. 4Classification tasks on IDB dataset. The six learning tasks discriminating HS versus different stages of IBD patients Table 1Patient stratification in the IBD datasetHSIBD patientsCDfCDrUCfUCriCDfcCDfiCDrcCDr3844165918414414.6%16.9%6.1%22.7%6.9%15.8%16.9%

The bacterial composition is analysed using 16S rRNA sequencing, demultiplexed and quality filtered using the QIIME 1.8.0 software \[[@CR41], [@CR42]\]; minimal sequence length was 200pb. Sequences are assigned to OTUs using the UCLUST \[[@CR43]\] algorithm with 97% threshold pairwise identity and taxonomically classified using Greengenes reference database \[[@CR44]\]. Samples with less than 10,000 sequences are excluded from analysis. The number of different OTUs found is 306: each OTU in the data sets is associated to the sequences with the same taxonomy. Among those sequences, the one with the highest median abundance across samples is chosen as the OTU representative. Since many sequences are not in the Greengenes database, OTUs can have an unassigned taxonomy: in this case, the OTU is removed from the analysis. The actual number of OTUs used in the analyses is 259: for some discrimination tasks, however, the number of features is smaller, since some of them are all zeros for all samples in a class. The distance between the OTUs is inferred first by aligning sequences using the NAST algorithm \[[@CR45], [@CR46]\] and then by building the phylogenetic tree via the RAxML algorithm \[[@CR47]\]. In detail, RaxML has been used in the rapid bootstrap mode with 100 runs, searching for bestscoring Maximum Likelihood tree (best tree). No statistical filter has been applied to the node/edge quality value of the obtained tree. Low supported branches are used as they appear in the RaxML best tree output. The phylogenetic tree for the IBD dataset resulting from the described procedure is shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}: largest abundance values of gut microbiota belong to *Firmicutes* (red), *Bacteroidetes* (green) and *Proteobacteria* (blue), consistently with the published literature. As pointed out already, uncertainties in topology may create fake distances which will ultimately negatively affect all downstream analyses, with software variability playing a major role \[[@CR20]\]. While our choice here is to follow the processing pipeline in \[[@CR28]\] to ensure data reproducibility, a stronger support in building the phylogenetic tree can be obtained by using alternative algorithms, such as the maximum-likelihood nearest-neighbor interchanges implemented in FastTree2 \[[@CR48]\]. Analogous considerations can be formulated for all steps of the preprocessing pipeline: for instance, QIIME is now at version 1.9.1, with major release QIIME 2 scheduled for January 2018. Moreover, the Greengenes database is actually outdated, so switching to another reference database, such as SILVA \[[@CR49]\], for the OTU definition would improve the reliability of the process. Finally, the choice to exclude taxonomically unclassified sequences from successive analysis is arbitrary: excluding OTU sequences after a chimera-removal procedure would result in a more precise set of OTUs. Fig. 5The phylogenetic tree for the IDB dataset

The synthetic datasets {#Sec6}
----------------------

The synthetic datasets are generated as compositional data, i.e., vectors lying in the *p*-dim Aitchison simplex $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Note that the application of standard multivariate statistical procedures on compositional data requires adopting adequate invertible transformation procedures to preserve the constant sum constrain \[[@CR50]\]: a standard map is the isometric log ratio *ilr* \[[@CR51]\], projecting the *p*-dimensional Aitchison simplex isometrically to a *p*−1-dimensional euclidian vector. Transformations like *ilr* allow using unconstrained statistics on the transformed data, with inferences mapped back to original compositional data through the inverse map.

The construction of the synthetic data starts from the IDB dataset, and in particular from the two subsets of the HS and CDf samples (by abuse of notation, we use the same identifier for both the class and the compositional data subset). Classes HS and CDf are defined by 259 features (OTU), and they include 38 and 60 samples respectively. The key step is the generation of the synthetic $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Operatively, let HS^′^ and CDf^′^ the *ilr*-transformed HS and CDf subsets. Then compute the featurewise mean *μ*(HS^′^)=(*μ*~1~(HS^′^),*μ*~2~(HS^′^),...,*μ*~258~(HS^′^)) and *Σ*(HS^′^) the covariance matrix. Analogously compute *μ*(CDf^′^) and *Σ*(CDf^′^). Consider now the matrix HS0′ defined by substracting to each row of HS^′^ the vector of the means: (HS0′)~*i*·~=(HS^′^)~*i*·~−*μ*(HS^′^), and define analogousy the matrix CDf0′ by (CDf0′)~*i*·~=(CDf^′^)~*i*·~−*μ*(HS^′^). Introduce the projections $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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With the same procedure, a synthetic dataset **D** is created with 10,000 samples and *α*=1, preserving class size ratios.

In practice, generation of the synthetic datasets was performed using the R packages *compositions* \[[@CR52]\] and *mvtnorm* \[[@CR53]\].

Results and discussion {#Sec7}
======================

The 10×5−fold CV DAP has been applied on instances of the synthetic datasets and on the IBD datasets, comparing the performance with standard (and shallow) learning algorithms such as linear Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Random Forest (RF), and with a standard Multi Layer Perceptron (MLPNN) \[[@CR54]\]. As expected \[[@CR55]\], no classification task can be reliably tackled by Ph-CNN using the IBD dataset alone: the very small sample size causes the neural network to overfit after just a couple of epochs. To overcome this issue we explore the potentialities of transfer learning.

As a first experiment, we apply the DAP on **D**. In this case, the SELU activation function is used for every layer. The results of the Ph-CNN DAP on **D** are listed in Tables [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}, [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} (internal validation) and Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"} (external validation) on the six classification tasks Healthy vs. {UCf, UCr, CDf, CDr, iCDf and iCDr}; MCC on DAP internal validation is shown with 95% studentized bootstrap confidence intervals \[[@CR56]\]. Table 2Dataset **D**: classification performance of Ph-CNN compared to other classifiers on Healthy vs. UCf classification taskUCfPh-CNNLSVM*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI630.7940.7850.8030.7990.7930.8031250.8520.8450.8600.8610.8570.8651880.9200.9160.9250.9240.9210.9262500.9400.9370.9440.9430.9410.945MLPNNRF*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI630.7010.6920.7210.7290.7230.7361250.8380.8340.8420.8430.8370.8491880.8650.8610.8690.9020.8990.9062500.8980.8940.9010.9030.9000.907The performance measure is MCC, with 95% studentized bootstrap confidence intervals (min CI, max CI). Models are computed for *p*={25*%*,50*%*,75*%* and 100*%*} of total number of features for each task. Comparing algorithms are linear Support Vector Machines (LSVM), Random Forest (RF) and MultiLayer Perceptron (MLPNN) Table 3Dataset **D**: classification performance of Ph-CNN compared to other classifiers on Healthy vs. UCr classification taskUCrPh-CNNLSVM*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI600.8610.8550.8670.8110.8070.8151190.8930.8880.8990.8660.8620.8701780.9060.9000.9110.8920.8880.8952370.9200.9160.9240.9170.9140.920MLPNNRF*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI600.8730.8690.4430.7970.7920.8011190.8770.8730.8770.7990.7940.8031780.8590.8550.8800.7910.7870.7942370.8490.8440.8540.7900.7860.795The performance measure is MCC, with 95% studentized bootstrap confidence intervals (min CI, max CI). Models are computed for *p*={25*%*,50*%*,75*%* and 100*%*} of total number of features for each task. Comparing algorithms are linear Support Vector Machines (LSVM), Random Forest (RF) and MultiLayer Perceptron (MLPNN) Table 4Dataset **D**: classification performance of Ph-CNN compared to other classifiers on Healthy vs. CDf classification taskCDfPh-CNNLSVM*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI650.7850.7750.7950.7810.7760.7851300.8320.8250.8400.8330.8290.8381950.8960.8910.9010.9100.9070.9122590.9270.9240.9300.9200.9180.923MLPNNRF*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI650.6040.5930.6140.7640.7600.7691300.8210.8170.8250.8050.8000.8101950.8300.8250.8360.8630.8600.8672590.8580.8540.8620.8800.8770.883The performance measure is MCC, with 95% studentized bootstrap confidence intervals (min CI, max CI). Models are computed for *p*={25*%*,50*%*,75*%* and 100*%*} of total number of features for each task. Comparing algorithms are linear Support Vector Machines (LSVM), Random Forest (RF) and MultiLayer Perceptron (MLPNN) Table 5Dataset **D**: classification performance of Ph-CNN compared to other classifiers on Healthy vs. CDr classification taskCDrPh-CNNLSVM*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI650.7140.7050.7230.7400.7340.7461290.7990.7930.8060.8020.7980.8081930.8500.8440.8560.8600.8570.8642570.8900.8840.8950.8800.8770.882MLPNNRF*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI650.4980.4730.5210.6880.6820.6951290.7830.7780.7880.7440.7400.7841930.7660.7590.7730.7620.7560.7672570.7880.7820.7940.7650.7610.771The performance measure is MCC, with 95% studentized bootstrap confidence intervals (min CI, max CI). Models are computed for *p*={25*%*,50*%*,75*%* and 100*%*} of total number of features for each task. Comparing algorithms are linear Support Vector Machines (LSVM), Random Forest (RF) and MultiLayer Perceptron (MLPNN) Table 6Dataset **D**: classification performance of Ph-CNN compared to other classifiers on Healthy vs. iCDf classification taskiCDfPh-CNNLSVM*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI620.7810.7720.7900.8040.7990.8081240.8630.8540.8710.8610.8580.8651860.9220.9180.9260.9210.9190.9242470.9440.9410.9470.9410.9390.942MLPNNRF*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI620.8450.8400.8490.7480.7430.7531240.8890.8860.8930.8080.8030.8141860.8790.8750.8830.8800.8770.8832470.9010.8990.9040.8900.8870.893The performance measure is MCC, with 95% studentized bootstrap confidence intervals (min CI, max CI). Models are computed for *p*={25*%*,50*%*,75*%* and 100*%*} of total number of features for each task. Comparing algorithms are linear Support Vector Machines (LSVM), Random Forest (RF) and MultiLayer Perceptron (MLPNN) Table 7Dataset **D**: classification performance of Ph-CNN compared to other classifiers on Healthy vs. iCDr classification taskiCDrPh-CNNLSVM*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI650.7530.7440.7630.7730.7690.7791290.8300.8230.8370.8340.8300.8371930.8840.8780.8890.8930.8910.8962570.9100.9050.9150.9070.9040.909MLPNNRF*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI630.8070.8020.8120.7240.7190.7291250.8220.8160.8270.7940.7880.8001880.8310.8270.8350.8120.8070.8182500.8370.8310.8420.8200.8160.825The performance measure is MCC, with 95% studentized bootstrap confidence intervals (min CI, max CI). Models are computed for *p*={25*%*,50*%*,75*%* and 100*%*} of total number of features for each task. Comparing algorithms are linear Support Vector Machines (LSVM), Random Forest (RF) and MultiLayer Perceptron (MLPNN) Table 8Dataset **D**: classification performance of Ph-CNN compared to other classifiers on the external validation datasetTaskPh-CNNLSVMMLPNNRFUCf0.9460.9340.8980.869UCr0.8970.9040.8970.756CDf0.9260.9350.8840.859CDr0.8880.8880.8210.722iCDf0.9310.9430.9050.863iCDr0.9010.9100.8460.778

The second experiment is based on a domain adaptation strategy. The Ph-CNN is first trained on the synthetic dataset **D**, then all layer but the last one are frozen, the last layer is substituted by a 2-neurons Dense layer and then retrained on the IBD dataset. Since only the last layer is trained in the second step, the term domain adaptation is best describing the methodology rather than the more generic transfer learning. Here, the activation function is the ReLU for every layer. The results of the Ph-CNN DAP together with the comparing classifiers are listed in Tables [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}, [10](#Tab10){ref-type="table"}, [11](#Tab11){ref-type="table"}, [12](#Tab12){ref-type="table"}, [13](#Tab13){ref-type="table"}, [14](#Tab14){ref-type="table"} (internal validation) and Table [15](#Tab15){ref-type="table"} (external validation). Table 9Dataset **D** on IBD: classification performance of Ph-CNN compared to other classifiers on Healthy vs. UCf classification taskUCfPh-CNNLSVM*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI630.6590.6040.7090.5100.4490.5731250.6680.5950.7340.4380.3680.5001880.6500.5990.7070.5410.4380.6042500.6280.5670.6870.5650.5100.619MLPNNRF*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI630.6890.6290.7430.7410.6980.7831250.6440.5820.7030.7420.6900.7921880.5700.4960.6440.7350.6800.7842500.6060.5470.6670.7600.7070.816The performance measure is MCC, with 95% studentized bootstrap confidence intervals (min CI, max CI). Models are computed for *p*={25*%*,50*%*,75*%* and 100*%*} of total number of features for each task. Comparing algorithms are linear Support Vector Machines (LSVM), Random Forest (RF) and MultiLayer Perceptron (MLPNN) Table 10Dataset **D** on IBD: classification performance of Ph-CNN compared to other classifiers on Healthy vs. UCr classification taskUCrPh-CNNLSVM*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI600.4450.3750.5170.5090.2210.3841190.4640.3930.5370.5330.2380.3571780.4440.3720.5200.5190.3280.4492370.3460.2830.5360.4080.3030.420MLPNNRF*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI600.4150.3500.4760.5080.4250.5841190.5280.4630.5960.4550.3870.5251780.5380.4710.6100.4350.3630.5042370.4890.4170.5570.4000.3370.463The performance measure is MCC, with 95% studentized bootstrap confidence intervals (min CI, max CI). Models are computed for *p*={25*%*,50*%*,75*%* and 100*%*} of total number of features for each task. Comparing algorithms are linear Support Vector Machines (LSVM), Random Forest (RF) and MultiLayer Perceptron (MLPNN) Table 11Dataset **D** on IBD: classification performance of Ph-CNN compared to other classifiers on Healthy vs. CDf classification taskCDfPh-CNNLSVM*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI650.6130.5550.6650.4190.3630.4721300.6170.5490.6010.3260.2520.3941950.6300.5600.6820.6470.5950.6912590.5720.5010.6200.5950.5450.642MLPNNRF*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI650.6100.5490.6660.6770.6180.7281300.6200.5510.6850.7060.6480.7581950.6010.5340.6670.7390.6850.7882590.6480.5890.7030.7200.6670.768The performance measure is MCC, with 95% studentized bootstrap confidence intervals (min CI, max CI). Models are computed for *p*={25*%*,50*%*,75*%* and 100*%*} of total number of features for each task. Comparing algorithms are linear Support Vector Machines (LSVM), Random Forest (RF) and MultiLayer Perceptron (MLPNN) Table 12Dataset **D** on IBD: classification performance of Ph-CNN compared to other classifiers on Healthy vs. CDr classification taskCDrPh-CNNLSVM*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI650.2410.1720.3110.1380.0730.1981290.2320.1670.2950.0890.0280.1511930.2020.1310.2730.1690.1010.2362570.2180.1580.2780.1780.1070.251MLPNNRF*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI650.2350.0.3060.4880.4370.5411290.2750.1990.3480.4320.3730.4851930.2430.1720.3150.4020.3410.4642570.2330.1600.3050.3980.3310.464The performance measure is MCC, with 95% studentized bootstrap confidence intervals (min CI, max CI). Models are computed for *p*={25*%*,50*%*,75*%* and 100*%*} of total number of features for each task. Comparing algorithms are linear Support Vector Machines (LSVM), Random Forest (RF) and MultiLayer Perceptron (MLPNN) Table 13Dataset **D** on IBD: classification performance of Ph-CNN compared to other classifiers on Healthy vs. iCDf classification taskiCDfPh-CNNLSVM*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI620.7040.6550.7530.5340.4840.5831240.7020.6420.7600.4140.3460.4821860.6800.6140.7380.6620.6050.7182470.6810.6140.7390.5610.5070.621MLPNNRF*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI620.6790.6220.7390.7870.7460.8311240.6900.6340.7430.8110.7660.8541860.6850.6300.7420.7910.7410.8362470.7080.6520.7640.7750.7300.820The performance measure is MCC, with 95% studentized bootstrap confidence intervals (min CI, max CI). Models are computed for *p*={25*%*,50*%*,75*%* and 100*%*} of total number of features for each task. Comparing algorithms are linear Support Vector Machines (LSVM), Random Forest (RF) and MultiLayer Perceptron (MLPNN) Table 14Dataset **D** on IBD: classification performance of Ph-CNN compared to other classifiers on Healthy vs. iCDr classification taskiCDrPh-CNNLSVM*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI650.5370.4800.6010.3380.2770.4091290.5220.4530.5950.3190.2540.3851930.5560.4920.6170.3770.3150.4372570.4770.4110.5440.4380.3780.492MLPNNRF*p*MCCmin CImax CIMCCmin CImax CI630.5260.4750.5810.5520.4920.6121250.5580.4930.6230.5630.5160.6091880.4590.3880.5270.5660.5160.6162500.5290.4620.5980.5390.4820.596The performance measure is MCC, with 95% studentized bootstrap confidence intervals (min CI, max CI). Models are computed for *p*={25*%*,50*%*,75*%* and 100*%*} of total number of features for each task. Comparing algorithms are linear Support Vector Machines (LSVM), Random Forest (RF) and MultiLayer Perceptron (MLPNN) Table 15Dataset **D** on IBD: classification performance of Ph-CNN compared to other classifiers on the external validation datasetTaskPh-CNNLSVMMLPNNRFUCf0.7410.7400.6660.699UCr0.5830.4970.6080.678CDf0.8580.6420.7050.707CDr0.8530.6540.6540.597iCDf0.8420.4180.4010.920iCDr0.6280.4140.4140.418

As an observation, Ph-CNN tends to misclassify more the samples in class Healthy, rather than those in the other class, for each classification task. In Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} we show the embeddings of the original features at 6 different levels (after initial input and after 5 PhyloConv filters) for the iCDf task (IBD dataset) by projecting them in two dimensions via t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) \[[@CR57]\] with perplexity = 5 and 5,000 iterations. While at input level the problem seems hardly separable, the classes tend to form distinct clusters during the flow through convolutional filters applied on OTUs close in the taxonomy. Fig. 7t-SNE projections of the original features at initial layer (subfigure **a**) and after 3, 6, 9, 11, 12 convolutional filters (subfigures **b**-**f**). Green for healthy subjects, red for iCDf patients

**Computational details** The Ph-CNN is implemented as a Keras v2.0.8 layer, while the whole DAP is written in Python/Scikit-Learn \[[@CR58]\]. All computations were run on a Microsoft Azure platform with 2x NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPUs.

Conclusions {#Sec8}
===========

We introduced here Ph-CNN, a novel DL approach for the classification of metagenomics data exploiting the hierarchical structure of the OTUs inherited by the corresponding phylogenetic tree. In particular, the tree structure is used throughout the prediction phase to define the concept of OTU neighbours, used in the convolution process by the CNN. Results are promising, both in terms of learning performance and biomarkers detection. Extensions of the Ph-CNN architecture are addressing the testing of different tree distances, optimization of neighbours detection and of the number of Phylo-Conv layers. Further, different feature selection algorithms, either generic or DL-specific can be adopted \[[@CR59]--[@CR61]\]. Improvements are expected on the transfer learning and domain adaptation procedures, such as learning on synthetic data and testing on metagenomics, and applying to larger datasets. Finally, beyond the metagenomics applications, we observe that Ph-CNN is a general purpose algorithm, whose use can be extended to other data for which the concept of nearest features can be defined. This is true for all data types that are metrizable, i.e. whenever an embedding exists of the features into a metric space. As an example, we are currently investigating the transcriptomics case, where a grounded distance between genes can be defined by mixing the data-independent Gene Ontology semantic similarity with the correlation between gene expression in the studied dataset \[[@CR62]\] through a dedicated multilayer network structure. From a general perspective, the metagenomics and transcriptomics case represent just the first steps towards a more general strategy for effectively exploiting the potential of CNNs, especially for omics data.

CD

:   Crohn's disease

CNN

:   Convolutional neural networks

DAP

:   Data analysis protocol

IBD

:   Inflammatory bowel disease

MCC

:   Matthews correlation coefficient MDS: MultiDimensional scaling

MLPNN

:   Multi-Layer perceptron

OTU

:   Operational taxonomic unit
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:   Random forest
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